




“The current industrial mass production of visual imagery tends to 

alienate vision from emotional involvement and identification, and 

to turn imagery into a mesmerizing flow without focus or 

participation. From television to newspapers, from advertising to all 

sorts of mercantile epiphanies, our society is characterized by a 

over saturated growth of vision, measuring everything by its ability 

to show or be shown.” 
– Michel de Certeau 



“The ceaseless bombardment of unrelated imagery leads only to a 

gradual emptying of images of their emotional content. Images are 

converted into endless commodities manufactured to postpone 

boredom; humans in turn are commodified, consuming themselves 

nonchalantly without having the courage or even the possibility of 

confronting their very existential reality.”
– Juhani Pallasmaa





“Those who produce for the mass media ransack the entire 

range of past and present culture in the hope of finding 

suitable material. This material, moreover, cannot be offered as 

it is; it must be altered in order to become entertaining; it must 

be prepared to be easily consumed.”
– Hannah Arendt



“For nowadays we take in everything in the quickest and 

cheapest way, only to forget it just as quickly, instantly.”
– Martin Heidegger













"Those things.. placed in front of young students must be real and not 

the shadow of that thing... real and useful things that can make an 

impression on the senses and on the imagination.“
– John Commenius





“Intellectually though, not socially, America and Europe are in 

the same situation: the thread of tradition is broken, and we 

must discover the past for ourselves – that is, read its authors 

as though nobody had ever read them before.”
– Hannah Arendt









“Black granite, solid ebony, fretted oak, laden-hued glass, 

golden draperies, and perforated gold that become vivified by 

parti-colored fires and an artificial current of wind.” 
– Edgar Allan Poe



“A meta-poetic allegory animates Rowena’s wavering between death and life, 

relapse and recovery, passivity, and transformation. The efforts to restore her 

“pallid and rigid figure,” which the storyteller experiences as a “hideous drama of 

revivification,” may be understood as a poetic struggle to enliven common 

language.” 
– Lisa Landrum





I trembled not —I stirred not —for a crowd of unutterable fancies connected with the air, the stature, the 

demeanor of the figure, rushing hurriedly through my brain, had paralyzed —had chilled me into stone. I 

stirred not —but gazed upon the apparition. There was a mad disorder in my thoughts —a tumult 

unappeasable. Could it, indeed, be the living Rowena who confronted me? Could it indeed be Rowena at 

all —the fair-haired, the blue-eyed Lady Rowena Trevion of Tremaine? Why, why should I doubt it? The 

bandage lay heavily about the mouth —but then might it not be the mouth of the breathing Lady of 

Tremaine? And the cheeks-there were the roses as in her noon of life —yes, these might indeed be the 

fair cheeks of the living Lady of Tremaine. And the chin, with its dimples, as in health, might it not be 

hers? —but had she then grown taller since her malady? What inexpressible madness seized me with 

that thought? One bound, and I had reached her feet! Shrinking from my touch, she let fall from her 

head, unloosened, the ghastly cerements which had confined it, and there streamed forth, into the 

rushing atmosphere of the chamber, huge masses of long and disheveled hair; it was blacker than the 

raven wings of the midnight! And now slowly opened the eyes of the figure which stood before me. 

“Here then, at least,” I shrieked aloud, “can I never —can I never be mistaken —these are the full, and 

the black, and the wild eyes —of my lost love —of the lady —of the LADY LIGEIA.”
– Edgar Allan Poe, La Ligeia
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“The setting especially dramatizes symbolic 

tensions between light and dark, levity and 

solemnity, the transience of life and permanence of 

art. The viewer in conflicted in the deep of 

midnight, stepping into a dark, gloomy niche.”









“The eye wandered from object to object and rested upon none —neither the 

grotesques of the Greek painters, nor the sculptures of the best Italian days, nor 

the huge carvings of untutored Egypt. Rich draperies in every part of the room 

trembled to the vibration of low, melancholy music, whose origin was not to be 

discovered. The senses were oppressed by mingled and conflicting perfumes, 

reeking up from strange convolute censers, together with multitudinous flaring 

and flickering tongues of emerald and violet fire. The rays of the newly, risen 

sun poured in upon the whole, through windows formed each of a single pane 

of crimson-tinted glass. Glancing to and fro, in a thousand reflections, from 

curtains which rolled from their cornices like cataracts of molten silver, the 

beams of natural glory mingled at length fitfully with the artificial light, and lay 

weltering in subdued masses upon a carpet of rich, liquid-looking cloth of Chili 

gold.”
– Edgar Allan Poe, The Visionary










